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Regeneration (from Lat. re-, again + generare, beget) is a theological
term used to express the initial stage of the change experienced by
one who enters upon the Christian life. It is derived from the New
Testament, where the "new birth" (1 Pet. 1:3, 23; Titus 3:5; John 3:3 f.)
is the beginning of that "renewal" which produces the "new creature."
In the history of theology the term has been used with varying latitude
of meaning. Among the Jews it was employed in an external sense to
express the change of relation which took place when a heathen
became a Jew; from them it was adopted in this sense by many of the
Fathers, and is still so used by many advocates of "baptismal
regeneration." It is used in the Latin Church to express the whole real
change which corresponds to this external change of relation. The
Reformers separated justification by itself as something wrought on,
not in, the sinner, and employed regeneration to express the whole
process of inner renovation in all its stages. In the development of
Protestant theology the term has been still further narrowed: first, to
express the opening stage of this subjective work as distinguished
from its continuance in sanctification; and then, since the seventeenth
century, to express the initial divine act in this opening stage itself, as
distinguished from the broader term conversion, which includes, along
with the act of God, revivifying man, also the act of man in turning to
God.
The nature of regeneration is of course variously conceived by
different schools, according to their various views of the nature of the
soul and its relation to God, of original or habitual sin, and of divine
grace.
1. Pelagians, in accordance with their view of freedom and of sin,
necessarily regard regeneration as a self-determined change in the
general moral course of man's life, an act of the man himself, without
any gracious assistance other than that involved in instruction and
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favorable providential conditions. This was the teaching of Pelagius in
the early part of the fifth century; and although not adopted by a
historical church, it has been reproduced in various combinations by
Rationalists and Socinians.
2. The Semi-Pelagian doctrine taught by John Cassian (d. 440) admits
that divine grace (assistentia) is necessary to enable a sinner to return
unto God and live, yet holds that, from the nature of the human will,
man may first spontaneously, of himself, desire and attempt to choose
and obey God. They deny the necessity of prevenient [grace] but
admit the necessity of co-operative grace and conceive regeneration
as the produce of this co-operative grace.
3. The Mediaeval and Papal doctrine, which is practically that of
Thomas Aquinas, and is hence often called "Thomism," admits original
sin and the necessity of prevenient grace, but places the efficacy of
grace in the non-resistance of the subject. 1 But this grace is supposed
to be exercised only through the instrumentality of baptism, which
acts as an opus operatum, ex vi actionis ipsius, effecting regeneration
and the entire removal of sin, and consequently of guilt, from every
infant, and from every adult who does not willfully resist (non
ponentibus obicem).2
4. The Arminian view of regeneration admits total depravity and
consequent moral impotency, yet holds that man is not really
responsible until there is redemptively bestowed upon him for Christ's
sake sufficient grace to re-endow him with ability (gracious,
substituted for natural) to do right, which grace becomes efficient
when the sinner co-operates with it, and thus effects the end
intended.
5. The Synergistic view was held by a party among the Lutherans,
under the leadership of Melanchthon. At the Leipzig Conference
(1548) Melanchthon said: "There concur three causes of a good
action--the word of God, the Holy Spirit, and the human will assenting,
1 See the Council of Trent, sess. 6, can. 4, chs. v and vi, and sess. 7, cans.
6 and 8.
2 Council of Trent, sess. 7, can. 6; Bellarmin, De Sacramentis, 2, 1.
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not resisting the word of God."3
6. The Lutheran standard, the Formula Concordiae, teaches that: (1)
human nature is spiritually dead; and (2) the Holy Ghost is the sole
efficient agent who quickens the dead soul to life, without the least
co-operation of the will of the subject; but the non-regeneration of the
unbeliever is referred not to the absence nor to any deficiency of
grace, but to the positive resistance of the man himself. 4
7. The Reformed doctrine teaches as follows: (1) As to the nature of
regeneration: (a) There are in the soul (besides its several faculties)
habits or dispositions, innate or acquired, which lay the foundation for
the soul's exercising its faculties in a particular way. (b) These
dispositions (moral) are anterior to moral action, and determine its
character as good or evil. (c) In creation God made the dispositions of
Adam's heart holy. (d) In regeneration God recreates the governing
disposition of the regenerated man's heart holy. Regeneration is
therefore essentially the communication of a new spiritual life, and is
properly called a "new birth." (2) As to its efficient cause: It is
effected by divine power acting supernaturally and immediately upon
the soul, quickening it to spiritual life, and implanting gracious
principles of action. (3) As to man's action: Conversion (conversio
actualis) instantly follows, as the change of action consequent upon
the change of character, and consists in repentance, faith, holy
obedience, etc.5
What is called baptismal regeneration is held by members of the
Church of England and others in various senses. (1) Some hold that
the Holy Spirit through the instrumentality of baptism implants a germ
of spiritual life in the soul, which may long remain latent, and may be
subsequently developed (in conversion) or blasted. (2) Others hold
that there are two generations--one a change of state or relation, and
the other a change of nature; the first is baptismal and the second
moral, though both are spiritual, since both are wrought by the Holy
Ghost.
3 Loc. Com., p. 90.
4 Formula Concordiae, pp. 662, 666, 582, 677.
5 Thirty-nine Articles, art. 10; Canons of Synod of Dordt, ch. iii, art. 3;
Westminster Confession, ch. x.
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Chapter 20 from Selected Shorter Writings of Benjamin B. Warfield, vol. II, edited
by John E. Meeter (Nutley, NJ: Presbyterian and Reformed Publishing Co., 1973).
Meeter states that this article is taken from Johnson's Cyclopaedia, new ed., 1896,
which had been written by A. A. Hodge and revised by B. B. Warfield. Note: The
text has not been modified, except that long paragraphs have been divided.
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